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ABSTRACT 
Pulsar eclipse due to induced three-wave interactions involving low-frequency 
acoustic turbulence is discussed. We consider both the case of electron acoustic 
waves when the ion temperature Tj is higher than the electron temperature Te and 
that of ion acoustic waves when Te > Tj • In each case the corresponding growth rate 
for low-frequency acoustic waves induced by a high-frequency photon beam is 
evaluated. For T j > Teo the maximum growth rate for electron acoustic waves 
depends strongly on TJTe and may be comparable to that of a Langmuir counterpart 
for sufficiently large temperature ratio TJTe • It is shown that induced scattering off 
electron acoustic waves can be important and can cause pulsar eclipse. We show also 
that for Te> Tj and in the small-angle approximation, growth of low-frequency ion 
acoustic waves due to the photon beam is always slower than Langmuir waves and 
the corresponding induced scattering is less effective than induced Raman 
scattering. Thus, induced Brillouin scattering involving low-frequency ion acoustic 
waves cannot be the main cause for pulsar eclipses. 

Key words: plasmas - radiation mechanisms: non-thermal - scattering - turbulence 
- stars: neutron - pulsars: general. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Induced three-wave interactions are thought to be respon
sible for observed pulsar eclipses (e.g. Luo & Melrose 
1995a,b, and references therein). In eclipsing binary pulsar 
systems, e.g. PSR 1957 + 20, 1744 - 24 (Fruchter, Stinebr
ing & Taylor 1988; Lyne et al. 1990; Fruchter & Goss 1992), 
intense radio waves (from pulsars) propagating through 
plasmas from a companion wind can induce low-frequency 
wave instabilities and the induced low-frequency turbulence 
can scatter the radio beam, resulting in eclipses. Both Lang
muir (or z-mode when the ambient magnetic field is 
included) and electron Bernstein-mode waves are con
sidered as viable low-frequency waves for such three-wave 
interactions (e.g. Gedalin & Eichler 1993; Thompson et al. 
1994; Melrose 1994; Luo & Melrose 1995a,b). The previous 
discussion was restricted to electron plasmas in which the 
ion motion is ignored. There is strong observational 
evidence that a pulsar wind may heat the plasma of its 
companion wind near the eclipse region (for discussion see 
Fruchter et al. 1990, 1995; Thompson et al. 1994; Luo & 

Melrose 1995b). It is possible that the eclipsing plasma is 
non-isothermal, Te #- Ti, so that low-frequency ion acoustic 
and electron acoustic modes are excited for Te > Ti and 
Te < Ti, respectively. 

Two-temperature plasmas are not uncommon in both 
space and astrophysical applications when a strong heating 
process occurs. There is substantial evidence of the exist
ence of ion acoustic and electron acoustic waves (or turbu
lence) in cosmic plasmas. For example, ion acoustic 
turbulence has been detected by spacecraft in the vicinity of 
interplanetary shock (Gurnett, Neubauer & Schwenn 1979), 
in the upstream region of the Earth's bow shock (Anderson 
et al. 1981) and in type III events in the solar wind (Lin et al. 
1986). Intense broad-band electrostatic waves of short 
wavelength, detected upstream of the Earth's bow shock, in 
the high-speed solar wind, have been identified as electron 
acoustic waves (Marsch 1985). There is a possibility of the 
existence of two-temperature (Ti» Te) accretion flows in 
astrophysics (Begelman & Chiueh 1988). 

The purpose of this paper is to investigate whether 
induced scattering by low-frequency ion or electron acoustic 
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waves can contribute to observed pulsar eclipses. We shall 
show that an anisotropic photon beam can induce ion 
acoustic (if Te> Ti) or electron acoustic (if Te < Ti) turbu
lence in the same way that Langmuir turbulence is induced 
by photon beams (Melrose 1994; Luo & Melrose 1995b). 
Anisotropy of a photon beam implies that the beam has a 
small angular spread as in the case of pulsar radio emission 
(Luo & Melrose 1995a, b). When both Langmuir and acous
tic turbulence are present, induced scattering of the photon 
beam by either Langmuir or acoustic waves can occur. The 
problem is treated in the random phase approximation and 
all relevant waves are described by their occupation 
numbers. We also make the small-angle scattering approxi
mation (Luo & Melrose 1995a,b), in which the low-fre
quency wavenumber is assumed to be much smaller than 
that of high-frequency waves so that the high-frequency 
waves are treated like a particle beam (i.e. the photon 
beam). When the low-frequency waves are electrostatic, the 
small-angle scattering approximation should be appropriate 
for any underdense and hot plasmas such as those in the 
pulsar eclipse region. This is due to the fact that the maxi
mum wavenumber of low-frequency electrostatic waves is 
constrained by Landau damping, which is more severe for 
underdense and hot plasmas. We derive the growth rate for 
ion and electron acoustic waves as the result of instabilities 
induced by an anisotropic photon beam and compare it with 
the counterpart of photon-be am-induced Langmuir 
instability. 

In Section 2, the pulsar eclipse model involving induced 
three-wave interactions is outlined. Induced Brillouin scat
tering by electron and ion acoustic waves is discussed in 
Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Application to pulsar eclipses 
is considered in Section 5. 

2 PULSAR ECLIPSES DUE TO INDUCED 
THREE-WAVE INTERACTIONS 

In our discussion, a beam of pulsar radio emission is 
described by an occupation number N(k), where we use k 
and OJ to represent wavevector and frequency, respectively. 
The radio beam with very high brightness temperature can 
induce various types of low-frequency waves through three
wave interaction. The radio beam can also scatter off the 
low-frequency waves through the same process. One 
favoured interpretation of pulsar eclipses is the scattering of 
the beam off low-frequency waves as the cause of pulsar 
eclipse. When the wavenumber of the low-frequency waves 
is much smaller than that of radio waves, scattering of the 
beam is described by the diffusion equation (Luo & Melrose 
1995a, b; Luo & Melrose 1996) 

dN(k) =~ [D. k 'ON(k)] 
dt 'Ok. I}() 'Ok. ' 

I } 

(1) 

with the diffusion coefficient given by 

(2) 

where all double-primed quantities correspond to those of 
low-frequency modes, Na"(k") is the occupation number, 
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wa"(k, k") =tV"(k, k")211:b[w"(k") -k" ·vg] is the probability of 
three-wave coupling, and wa"(k, k") is given by 

(3) 

In equation (3) W" is the ratio of electric-to-total energy in 
waves of mode (J" (the corresponding ratio for high-fre
quency waves is assumed to be 1/2), vg='OOJ(k)/'Ok is the 
group velocity, ",aaa" =eieJe;''''ijS> with e, e' and e" representing 
the polarization vectors of the three waves, and "'ijs is the 
quadratic response tensor. The general expression for the 
quadratic response tensor is lengthy and some approxima
tion must be made (Melrose 1987). For three-wave inter
actions involving two high-frequency waves and a 
low-frequency wave one has the following approximation: 
", .. ~ (8 eOJ"!m )k"XL(e)b.. where we use ,.L(e) and XL(i) to 

lJS'" 0 e S l}' /... 

denote respectively the electron and ion contribution to the 
longitudinal permittivity J<L= 1 + ~e) + XL(i). The ion con
tribution to the quadratic response tensor is scaled down by 
a factor me/mi and thus is ignored (e.g. Melrose 1986). We 
assume also that low-frequency waves are electrostatic and 
the corresponding phase velocity OJ"/k" is much less than the 
electron thermal velocity Ve = (Te/me)1!2. Using le* ·e'l ~ 1, 
we have 

(4) 

where re=e2/4mlomec2~2.8 x 10-15 m is the classical radius 
of the electron. The approximation in equation (4) applies 
to any electrostatic waves with k"« k and low phase 
speed. 

Evaluation of the diffusion coefficient requires a specific 
form of N(k). In the following discussion, the radio beam is 
modelled as N(k) =N(k) exp ( - rp!2e~), where eo is the 
angular spread of the beam. The polar angles of k with 
respect to the beam axis and the ambient magnetic field B 
are represented by (e,4» and (e, </», respectively. The 
corresponding polar angles of k" are double-primed. After 
integration over the angle e", the diffusion coefficient can 
be further written into the following form 

D··= - k"dk" - k"k"Na" f d4>" f (wa") 
I} 211: 2nc I J ' 

(5) 

where 4>" is the azimuthal angle of k" with respect to k. Since 
wa" is usually expressed in terms of (e", </>"), when substitut
ing (4) for equation (5) e" should be expressed in terms 
of e and 4>" through a relation sin e" = (sin2 4>" + 
cos2 e cos2 4>")1/2. 

In close analogy with wave-particle interaction, if satu
rated low-frequency wave turbulence is isotropic, we may 
write the diffusion coefficient as 

(6) 

where k =k/k. The coefficients DII and D.L describe the paral
lel and perpendicular diffusion (with respect to the beam 
axis), respectively. We can show that the isotropization (D.L) 
of the beam is always much faster than change of the spec
trum (described by D II ). From equations (1) and (6) we 
find 
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with n" =k"c/w". For n"» 1, we obtain 

D.L::::::n"zD II 

(7) 

(8) 

and therefore we have D .L »D II • This result is very similar 
to the diffusion of a particle beam due to wave-particle 
interactions. Since electrostatic waves usually can have large 
nfl, a photon beam would spread well before the spectral 
change. If pulsar eclipses are due to the beam diffusion, 
there should be little change of spectrum at the entrance 
and exit of eclipses. 

3 PHOTON-BE AM-INDUCED ELECTRON 
ACOUSTIC TURBULENCE 

3.1 Growth due to a photon beam 

From equations (2), (5) or (7), effective scattering requires 
a sufficient level of low-frequency wave turbulence. This can 
be provided by the photon beam itself through three-wave 
interactions. In the small-angle scattering approximation, 
the currently favoured low-frequency waves are Langmuir 
or magnetically modified Langmuir (z-mode) (Luo & Mel
rose 1995a, b). In general the growth oflow-frequency waves 
can be described by 

dN°"(k") 

dt 
- rO"(k")N°"(k"), (9) 

where we ignore any damping processes as such processes 
can be included by adding the relevant damping terms into 
the right-hand side of equation (9). The absorption coeffi
cient is given by 

rO"(k") = - -- wO"(k k")k~'--f d3k oN(k) 

(21t)3 ' 'oki ' 
(10) 

where the three-wave probability wO " (k, kIf) is given by equa
tion (3) or equation (4). Waves can grow provided that r o" 

is negative. Using the spherical coordinates k = (e, (b, k), the 
k-derivative can be separated into the wavenumber k and 
angular derivatives. When the angular spread {)o is small and 
satisfies the condition Ie" - Xol/{)o» {)o cot Xolk d InN(k)/dkl, 
with Xo = arccos (w"/k"c), the Cerenkov angle, the angular 
derivative dominates and gives rise to p" < 0 for elf < Xo 
(Luo & Melrose 1996). For electrostatic waves with 
n"» 1 the condition for run < 0 can be written as 

{)o 
(0:+3)-«1, 

n" 
(11) 

where N(k) OCk-(·+3), 0: being the spectral index of radio 
emission. In the following discussion, we assume that this 
condition is always satisfied. Then, the maximum growth 
rate is obtained as 

r:::::: - - N(k). 1 ( 1t )112 (/cV.JU
") 

21t(0: + 1) 2e 21tC 
(12) 

The growth rate can be calculated by substituting equation 
(4) into (12). 

3.2 Dispersion relation of electron acoustic waves 

We consider first the case of non-isothermal plasmas with 
hot ions, that is Ti> Te. There is a low-frequency mode 
called the electron acoustic mode with frequency and phase 
speed within the ranges Qi« OJ" «Qe and k;'Ve« OJ" 

«k"V; (with k;'=k" cos ()"), respectively. The electron and 
ion thermal speeds are given by V; = (TJmi)l12 (with mi the 
ion mass) and Ve = (Telme)l12 (with me the electron mass), 
respectively. Other notations Qe (Qi) correspond to electron 
(ion) cyclotron frequency. The frequency range implies that 
electrons spiral tightly around magnetic field lines but ions 
move as if unmagnetized. To avoid being heavily Landau
damped, the phase speed must be slower than the ion ther
mal speed but faster than the parallel component of 
electron thermal speed. In practice, this condition can be 
satisfied only when waves propagate nearly perpendicularly 
to the ambient magnetic field. The small projection of the 
electric field along the magnetic field forces electrons to 
slide along the field line and act as heavy particles. In this 
way, electrons provide inertia just like ions in ion acoustic 
waves (e.g. discussion in Section 4). The corresponding dis
persion relation can be derived by regarding electrons as 
cold, with r(e) = (w~/Q;) sinz ()" - (w~e/w"Z) cosz ()" (where 
wpe is the electron plasma frequency), and the ion contribu
tion as unmagnetized, with XL(i) = l/k"z A~i' Then, from 
KL = XL(e) + ~i) = 0 we have the dispersion relation (Mikhai
lovskii 1974) 

(13) 

where d = [1 + KAz A~i + k,12gt(me/mJP12, gi = V;/~ is the ion 
gyroradius, ADi = V;/wpi is the ion Debye length, wpi is the ion 
plasma frequency and Cse = (TJme)l12 is the electron acoustic 
speed. When k,12 A~i «1 and k"Zgt« mJme, we have 
OJ" = k;'cse , which has the same form as for ion acoustic mode 
(cf. discussion in Section 4) except that the role of ions and 
electrons are interchanged. For k,12 A~i »1, we have 
OJ" = wpe cos {)". Fig. 1 shows the dispersion relation (13) 
with wpJQe=0.5, cos {)"=O.l(Time/TemY12, Te=5 x 105 K. 
As kIf increases, we have w'12/w~e:::::: cosz {)". For a larger ratio 
TJTe, we have larger cos ()" as shown by the dashed curve. 

3.3 Three-wave probability and growth rate 

To calculate the three-wave probability, we derive the ratio 
of the electric-to-total energy in electron acoustic waves as 
(Melrose 1986) 

(14) 

where a" = se represents the electron acoustic mode. From 
(14) we derive Rse = w,12/(2w;e cosz ()"), where OJ" «Qe. Sub
stituting (4) for (14) and using ~e) for cold electrons, we 
have the three-wave probability 

(15) 
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Figure 1. Dispersion relation of electron acoustic mode. The ion 
contribution is treated as unmagnetized. The solid and dashed 
curves correspond to the temperature ratio TJTe = 5 and 10, 
respectively. 

where 1'/ = 2Rse( oJ"IOJpe)2(;t<e))2 = (OJ,,2 sin2 (j"/Q; - cos2 (j")1 
cos2 (j", n:e is the refractive index for electron acoustic waves. 
For k,t2 A~i < 1, we have k,,2c;e < OJ~e. The corresponding 
growth rate can be derived as 

n,,2n r OJ2 T OJ" 
r se '/ e pe B 
=-------, 

()( + 1 2rcc mec2 OJ 
(16) 

where TB =ftOJN(k) is the brightness tempeature of the 
photon beam. The expression (16) takes the same form as 
that for Langmuir waves (e.g. Luo & Melrose 1995a,b) 
except that includes 1'/. 

To compare with the growth of Langmuir waves induced 
by the photon beam, we write down the probability for 
Langmuir waves as (Luo & Melrose 1995a) 

(17) 

where we use I to denote the Langmuir waves and n{' is the 
corresponding refractive index. The corresponding growth 
rate depends strongly on the electron number density and 
also on the refractive index n{'. For a given number density, 
the growth rate favours large refractive index. However, 
n{' is constrained by the Landau damping, which is weak only 
when the wavelength is longer than the electron Debye 
length. This condition can be written into the form n{' < bel 
Ve , with the parameter b determining the ratio of damping 
rate rd to the electron plasma frequency. For n{'=beIVe and 
b = 0.3, the ratio is rd/OJpe ~ 0.02. From equations (12), (16) 
and (17), we obtain 

r se = fse(r')max, 

with 

wse (n")2 OJ" fse=-(_,) = s; -1'/, 
W max n, OJpe 

(18) 

(19) 

where n:: is the refractive index of electron acoustic waves. 
The maximum growth rate for Langmuir waves is given by 
(Luo & Melrose 1995b, equation 5.1) 
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Figure 2. Plots offse vs. k"ADi with TJTe=5 (solid) and TJTe=10 
(dashed). Due to the Landau damping constraint the wave is 
undamped only if k" ADi « (TJTe)1!2. The limits are indicated by the 
solid «Ti Te)'(l =.j5) and dashed «TJTe)'(l =.J'fO) vertical lines. 

( TB ) ( OJ/2rc )-' 
x 1021 K 318 MHz ' 

(20) 

where ne is the electron number density. In deriving equa
tion (20), we use n{'=be/Ve and b=0.3. 

Using n{'=be/Ve, equation (19) can be rewritten in the 
form 

(21) 

where cos (j" =k;'/k"« (me/mi)I12(TjTe)1!2. Plots of fse as a 
function of k"ADi with OJpe /Qe=0.5, Te=5 x 105 K and 
cos (j" = O.l(Time!Temy12 are shown in Fig. 2. Note thatfse is 
an increasing function of k". The maximum kIt is constrained 
by Landau damping through a condition kIt Am « (TjTe)I12. 
Therefore, the maximum growth rate rse depends on the 
temperature ratio and in principle it can be comparable to 
that for Langmuir waves provided that TjTe is sufficiently 
high. 

3.4 Induced Brillouin scattering 

WhenNa" in the diffusion coefficients (2) or (7) corresponds 
to acoustic turbulence produced by the photon beam, the 
process is called induced Brillouin scattering. For electron 
acoustic waves the diffusion coefficient is evaluated to be 

se r eC ftOJpe (OJpe)2 ( e)2 se D.L=-4---2 - - I, 
ADe mee OJ Ve 

(22) 

where we write D.L ~ D'l for electron acoustic waves (Di for 
Langmuir waves) and 

/,e = f d¢" f r dx (OJpe) 1'/Nse, 
2rc OJ" 

(23) 
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with X =k"ADe and ADe the electron Debye length. The angu
lar dependence of the integrand on ¢" is implied as it 
depends on (}", which can be expressed in terms of ¢". The 
upper and lower limits of integration are x = 1 and 0, respec
tively. For Langmuir turbulence, we have a similar form to 
(22) with ]'e replaced by 

t= f dxr N I, (24) 

where integration is over Vele and 1. We find the ratio of 
two diffusion coefficients as 

Di ]1 
(25) 

In practice, only the saturated quantities are relevant. 
Growth of low-frequency waves leads to diffusion of the 
photon beam, which then reduces the growth rate. The 
time-scale for a beam to spread to an angle 11() is (D) 
k 211() -1. The saturatedI'" andt can be estimated by equat
ing the diffusion and the growth time-scales ( ~ r- 1). 

Let (I'"),a and (f),a represent the corresponding saturated 
values of I'" and]I, respectively. We find 

(]'e) n,,2 OJ" 
sa se 

(26) 
(]I) nl,,2 OJpe 'a 

For k"ADi > 1, we have OJ" ~ OJpe cos ()". For Langmuir waves, 
the maximum refractive index is given by (n;')max=c5cIVe. 
The refractive index n:~ can be much larger than (n;')max for 
a small angle ()". Thus, the right-hand side of (26) can be 
larger than 1, which follows that D'; /Di ;::, 1 and induced 
scattering involving low-frequency electron acoustic waves 
can be more effective than induced Raman scattering pro
vided that the low-frequency electron acoustic waves can 
grow to the saturated level given by (26). 

4 PHOTON-BE AM-INDUCED ION 
ACOUSTIC TURBULENCE 

For non-isothermal plasmas with hot electrons (Te > Ti), ion 
acoustic mode is allowed. The dispersion relation can be 
derived from K L =1 + t'e) + t'i)=O, with t'e)=OJ~J(k'r2c;) 
and XL(i) = (OJ~JOJ'r2)[COS2 ()" - OJ,,2 sin2 ()"/(OJ,r2 - Qm. There 
are two branches of ion acoustic mode with dispersion rela
tions given by (e.g. Stix 1962; Mikhailovskii 1974) 

OJ,r2 =! (OJ2 + (2) +! [(OJ2 + (2)2 _ 4OJ2Q2 cos2 (}"]1!2 ± 2 S 1 _2 SIS 1 , (27) 

where ± correspond to fast and slow ion acoustic waves, 
respectively. In equation (27), OJ;=OJ~J(1 +k,,-2ADe2). We 
assume the magnetic field to be in the z-direction. To avoid 
heavy Landau damping the phase speed of the waves must 
be in the range V;« OJ"/(k" cos (}") «Ve (see e.g. Stix 1962). 
The dispersion relation (27) as a function of kIf ADe is plotted 
in Fig. 3 (we assume Qe/OJpe = 10). For long or short wave
lengths, (27) takes a simpler form. When the wavelength is 
much longer than the electron Debye length, k,r2 A~e « 1 (or 
k'r2A~i« TJTe, where ADi is the ion Debye length), we have 
OJ, =k"c" where c, = (Te/my/2 is the ion sound speed. For 
k,,2C; » Q~, we have OJ: ~ kIf c" the usual ion acoustic waves 
and OJ"- ~ Q i Icos ()"I, ion cyclotron waves. For k,r2c; « Q~, we 
have OJ: =Qi and OJ"- =k;'c,. When the wavelength is shorter 

oL=================~ 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 

k" >'De 

Figure 3. Dispersion relation of ion acoustic waves with 
Q./rope = 10, e" = n/4. The dashed and solid curves correspond to 
the fast and slow branches, respectively. 

than the electron Debye length, k,,2 A~e ;::, 1 (or k,,2 A~i ;::, Ti /Te) 
but k,r2 A~i::S 1, we have OJ, = OJpi ' The dispersion relation for 
ion acoustic mode is shown in Fig. 3. 

Using equation (14) for ion acoustic waves and R,e ~ R', 
which gives 

R' ±;: 1 (OJ")2 
±=-2 - '>±' 

OJpi 
(28) 

(29) 

For unmagnetized plasmas n; = 0, we have ~ + = 1 and 
R~ =(OJ~/OJpl/2. From the ratio (28), we see that lower 
frequency OJ: gives smaller R'+ and the maximum ratio is 
R'+ = 1/2 for w: = OJpi • -

Since waves described by (27) have phase speed much 
slower than the electron thermal speed, we can use approxi
mation (4). Thus, we obtain the probability as 

(1i0J" ) (OJ .)2 (OJ" )4 W' =2nr c2n,,2;: ~ ~ ~ 
± e s ':.± 2 k'" mec OJ c, 

(30) 

where ± correspond to the two branches given by equa
tions (13). From equations (12) and (17), we obtain the 
growth rate for the two branches of ion acoustic waves, 

r + = n:r2~ ± TB reOJ~i OJ~ (OJ~ )4. 
- IX + 1 mec2 2nc OJ k"c, 

(31) 

Expression (31) is very similar to that for Langmuir waves 
(e.g. Luo & Melrose 1995a, b), except that both OJpi and 
OJ~ are replaced by OJpe for Langmuir waves. We may com
pare the growth rates for the two branches by evaluating the 
ratio 

r + =h(OJ:)3 
r _ ~ _ OJ"- ' 

(32) 

for a given wave number. Since OJ: > OJ"-, in general the 
growth rate for the fast branch is faster than that of the slow 
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Figure 4. Plots of Is as a function of k" ADe • The solid and dashed 
CUIves correspond to the fast and slow branches, respectively. 

branch (see Fig. 4). To compare with Langmuir waves, we 
write 

r + = t.(qrnax, 
with 

(33) 

Using the dispersion relation (27), the right-hand side can 
be expressed as a function of k" Ao. with k" -::; {J/ ADi • To esti
mate js> we consider the case of W~i» Qf. For eclipsing 
plasmas with electron plasma frequency of the same order 
as that of the electron cyclotron frequency, this assumption 
is valid. Thus, we have w;» Qf and w:2=w2J(1 +k,,-2AD.2) 
for k" AOe ~ 1. We find (fs)max = (2/33/2{J~)(me/my/2 at 
k"Aoe =l!.J2. This gives (f.)max~O.1 for {J=0.3. Therefore, 
the growth rate of ion acoustic waves is slower than that of 
Langmuir waves by a factor of 10 and can grow if the scatter
ing length of the eclipse region is· ~ Ro (e.g. Fruchter et al. 
1990; Lyne et al. 1990). Fig. 4 shows the plots of t. versus 
k"Aoe (solid and dashed curves correspond to the fast and 
slow ion acoustic branches, respectively). 

In analogy to (22), we have the diffusion coefficient 

(34) 

with 

] = - x dx -- ~ +N. s f d¢" f (w:)3 s 

2n wpi 

(35) 

In (35), we consider the fast branch as an example. The 
upper and lower limits of integration are (Te/Ti)l12 and 0, 
respectively. Using (24), we find the ratio of two coefficients 
as 

(36) 

The ratio of saturated I' and ]i is given by 
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(I')sa (w:)3 
(]i) = ~ -{J2-k-"2-A2-' 

sa pi De 

1 
(37) 

which gives 4.3 for {J=0.3. Thus, we have D~/D~ ~0.1, 
which implies that induced Brillouin scattering off ion 
acoustic waves is less efficient than induced Raman scat
tering. 

5 APPLICATION TO PULSAR ECLIPSES 

The observed excess delay in propagation time of a radio 
signal near or in the eclipse region (e.g. Fruchter et al. 1990) 
indicates that the eclipsing material consists of plasmas 
from the companion wind. Strong heating by a pulsar wind 
through high-energy photons or plasma wave heating may 
result in a hot corona-like plasma wind with Te (or 
Ti) ~ 106 K and it is possible that the plasma is non-iso
thermal (as in the case of solar corona, electrons and ions 
have different temperatures). One of the important conse
quences of two-temperature plasmas is that acoustic turbu
lence can exist, which can be produced either through 
induced three-wave interactions as discussed in the previous 
section or by other mechanisms like shocks. There are two 
possibilities for non-isothermal plasmas: Te> Ti and Te < Ti. 
As to which case describes best the eclipsing plasma condi
tion: this depends on the specific heating processes. Our 
discussion will place emphasis on application to PSR 
1957 +20. 

It can be shown that the small-angle scattering approxi
mation should be a good approximation. The scattering 
angle can be written into the form Os =k"/k < O.3C/AOeW. For 
Te > Ti, T. = 106 K and n. = 105 cm -3 for PSR 1957 + 20 
(Ryba & Taylor 1991), we have Os < 0.15. One has the same 
upper limit to Os if Ti = 106 K> Te. Large-angle scattering 
may be possible further inside the eclipsing region where 
the plasma density is sufficiently high. 

Acoustic turbulence can have important effects on radio 
beam propagation through induced scattering. For Ti » Te, 
we show that the maximum growth rate for electron acous
tic waves induced by the photon beam can be comparable to 
that for Langmuir waves provided that the temperature 
ratio is sufficiently large. From (18) and (20), it can be 
shown that with the nominated physical parameters in (20) 
and an electron temperature, e.g. Te = 5 X 105 K, the growth 
is fast enough to reach to saturation if the scattering region 
has a length-scale of order Ro (e.g. Fruchter & Goss 1992) 
and the temperature ratio is TJT. ~ 10. In the previous sec
tion (cf. 26), we have shown that the induced scattering can 
be more effective than induced Raman scattering. In order 
to produce pulsar eclipses, the time-scale for induced scat
tering must be shorter than that for photons to traverse 
through the eclipse region. For induced Raman scattering, 
this condition appears to be satisfied (for a detailed discus
sion see Luo & Melrose 1995a,b). Thus, for electron acous
tic waves, this condition can also be satisfied and this can 
cause pulsar eclipse. 

For non-isothermal plasmas with hot electrons, we show 
that the growth rate of ion acoustic waves is slower than the 
Langmuir counterpart. Although ion acoustic waves may 
also grow to saturation under the conditions that are 
relevant for pulsar eclipse, the induced scattering is less 
important than induced Raman scattering since the diffu-
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sion time is longer than induced Raman scattering by a 
factor of 10. It is unlikely to be the main cause of eclipses. 
We should emphasize here that this conclusion is valid only 
in the small-angle scattering approximation. 

Although the energy level of photon-bearn-induced ion 
acoustic turbulence is lower than the corresponding Lang
muir turbulence, it may still playa role in the pulsar eclipse 
mechanism through the non-linear coupling of Langmuir 
and ion acoustic waves. Similar examples can be found in 
space physics, e.g. type III events in the solar wind (Lin et al. 
1986; Chian & Alves 1988), and the upstream region of 
planetary bow shocks (Anderson et al. 1981). The inter
action of ion acoustic and Langmuir instabilities leads to 
enhancement of Langmuir wave growth, e.g. it may enhance 
the growth rate and widen the bandwidth of Langmuir 
instability (e.g. Chian & Rizzato 1994). Hence, in the appli
cation to pulsar eclipse, the photon-beam-induced acoustic 
turbulence may improve the efficiency of induced Rarnan 
scattering and contribute to pulsar eclipses through the 
coupling of ion acoustic and Langmuir waves. 

There can be ion acoustic turbulence produced through 
mechanisms such as shocks which must be present in the 
interface region between pulsar wind and companion star 
wind or magnetosphere (for the discussion of the shocks in 
this region, see, e.g. Phinney et al. 1988). This is very similar 
to the case of interplanetary and planetary shocks where ion 
acoustic turbulence has been detected (Gurnett et al.1979). 
If the energy density level of the pre-existing ion acoustic 
turbulence is sufficiently high, scattering of the beam off 
acoustic turbulence can produce eclipses. We may estimate 
the energy density required for eclipses as follows. From 
(36), in order for D~1::,Di, we must have (I')sa1::,43(r)sa. 
Since the energy densities are rxliwpJ" and liwper, respec
tively, this requires that the ion acoustic energy density be 
comparable to or higher than Langmuir turbulence. 

If the ambient magnetic field plays a role in balancing the 
ram pressure of pulsar wind, which can be the case for PSR 
1957 + 20 since the thermal pressure from the companion 
wind near the shock appears less than the ram pressure 
from the pulsar wind (see Thompson et al. 1994; Luo & 
Melrose 1995b), the electron plasma frequency can be of 
the same order of magnitude as the electron cyclotron fre
quency wpe ~ Qe (e.g. Luo & Melrose 1995b). In this case, 
we should use the full dispersion relation (13). 

In conclusion, an anisotropic photon beam such as pulsar 
radio emission can induce ion acoustic (if Te> TJ or elec
tron acoustic (if Te < TJ turbulence. For Ti> Te , in the 
small-angle scattering approximation, the maximum growth 
rate for electron acoustic waves can be comparable to that 
for Langmuir waves under similar plasma conditions (e.g. 
with similar plasma densities) provided that the tempera
ture ratio is sufficiently high. For a scattering region of 
length-scale Ro' provided that the temperature ratio TJ 
Te1::, 10, the growth rates are fast enough to reach saturation, 
and induced Brillouin scattering of the photon beam off 

electron acoustic waves can be one possible mechanism for 
the observed pulsar eclipses. In the case of Te > Ti , induced 
Brillouin scattering off ion acoustic waves is much less 
effective than induced Raman scattering and can be ruled 
out as the main cause for the pulsar eclipse. However, 
photon-beam-induced ion acoustic turbulence may still play 
a role in pulsar eclipse by enhancing induced Raman scat
tering through coupling between Langmuir and acoustic 
turbulence. If ion acoustic turbulence pre-exists and has a 
sufficiently high level with energy density comparable to or 
higher than that of Langmuir turbulence, a photon beam 
can then be isotropized through scattering off pre-existing 
ion acoustic turbulence and thus produce eclipses. 
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